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SI1.  Buffer reactions of orders 0 through 2 
 In principle, a reversible reaction of any order can act as a buffer, provided (1) that one of the 
products is the molecule X, whose concentration we wish to regulate or buffer, (2) all of the other 
species besides X are present at high concentration relative to the equilibrium concentration of X, (3) 
we have sufficient control over the forward and reverse rate constants (e.g. for a pH buffer we require a 
weak acid with a low dissociation constant) to tune the buffer. We decided to implement a buffer using 
two reactants and two products because this reaction form provides the ability to finely tune both the 
forward and reverse reaction rates by adjusting the appropriate reactant concentrations, and because 
the buffering reaction occurs only when the reactants are mixed, making it straightforward to 
characterize buffering kinetics.  Below is a table describing the generalized buffer reactions up to the 
second order, with a brief summary of the benefits of each form. 
 
 
SI Table 1: Buffer reaction orders 

Reaction Order 

Buffering 
Reaction 

Equilibrium 
[X]eq 

Concentration 
Requirements 

Notes 
Left side 

Right 
side 

0th 1st 

��⇌�� 	� 
���� - 

Infinite capacity. 
Equivalent to a 

proportional controller 

(��	
 = ��, 
reference=

��). 

1st 1st ���⇌�� 	� 
��[�]��  [�]� ≫ [�]�� 

Allows the forward rate 
to be tuned by changing [�]� 

2nd 1st � + ���⇌�� 	� 
��[�][�]��  [�]�, [�]� ≫ [�]�� 

Prevents the reaction 
from occurring until A 

and B are mixed. 

0th 2nd 

��⇌�� 	� + � 
����[�] [�]� ≫ [�]�� 

Allows the reverse rate 
to be tuned by changing [�]� 

1st 2nd ���⇌�� 	� + � 
��[�]��[�] [�]�, [�]� ≫ [�]�� 

Standard form for an 
acid-base pH buffer 
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2nd 2nd � + ���⇌�� 	� + � 
��[�][�]��[�]  

[�]�, [�]�, [�]�≫ [�]��  

Bimolecular form 
explored in the main 

text. 

 

 

 
SI2.  Derivations of setpoint concentration, relaxation time, and capacity 
The governing equation for our bimolecular buffer reaction is: 

 S + I	k�⇌k�	N + 	X (SI.Eqn 1) 

 
where: 
X is the buffered molecule, 
S is the source that contains X in an inactive state, 
I is the initiator that releases X from S, and 
N is the sink that recaptures X. 
 
The mass action ordinary differential equation that governs the kinetics of this reaction is 

 "[#]"$ = k�[S][I] − k�[N][X]. (SI.Eqn 2) 

 
 
The reaction in SI.Eqn 1 approaches an equilibrium concentration of 

 [X]&' = k�k� [S]&'[I]&'[N]&' = K&' [S]&'[I]&'[N]&'  (SI.Eqn 3) 

 
 
 
where the equilibrium constant K&' is defined as: 

 K&' ≡ *+*, = [-]./[0]./[1]./[2]./ . (SI.Eqn 4) 

 
 
 
SI2.1: Setpoint concentration 
By stoichiometry, we have the following conservation equations: 

 [S]�� = [S]� − 3[X]�� − [X]�4 (SI.Eqn 5) 

 [I]�� = [I]� − 3[X]�� − [X]�4 (SI.Eqn 6) 

 [N]�� = [N]� + 3[X]�� − [X]�4 (SI.Eqn 7) 
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For very large initial reactant concentrations 3[S]�, [I]�, [N]� ≫ 5[X]�� − [X]�54.  In this case the 

concentrations of S, I and N can be approximated as roughly constant 3	. 7. [S]�� ≈ [S]�, [I]�� ≈[I]�, [N]�� ≈ [N]�4. This reduces Eqn. SI.Eqn 3 to 

 [X]&' ≈ K&' [S]�[I]�[N]�  (SI.Eqn 8) 

 
 
 
SI2.2: Relaxation time 

If we assume that the initial reactant concentrations are sufficiently high, such that they do 
not change significantly as the system approaches equilibrium  (i.e. [S]�, [I]�, [N]� ≫ [X]��), then we can 

treat [S], [I] and [N] as approximately constant, which reduces Eqn. SI.Eqn 2 to 

 9[�]9: = �; − �<[�] (SI.Eqn 9) 

 
 
where 

 �; ≡ =>?9@A:	?
	B�:7 ≡ �1[C][D] (SI.Eqn 10) 

 �< ≡ E7�>�9�:	?
	B�:7 ≡ �-[F] (SI.Eqn 11) 

 
 
The solution to SI.Eqn 9 is 

 [X]GtI = [X]J�K L1 + N7OKPQ (SI.Eqn 12) 

 
 
where 

 [X]J�K ≡ 7R@	S	T>	@U	V7:W?	
: ≡ �;�< (SI.Eqn 13) 

 N ≡ >7S�:	X7	?YYV7:	Y>?U	V7:W?	
: ≡ [X]� − [X]J�K[X]J�K  (SI.Eqn 14) 

 Z ≡ :	U7	A?
V:�
: ≡ 1�< (SI.Eqn 15) 

 
 

We can use SI.Eqn 12 to solve for the time it takes to relax to an arbitrary factor [ < 1 of the 
initial offset: 

 G1 + [NI[X]J�K = [X]J�K L1 + N7OKPQ (SI.Eqn 16) 
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which simplifies to 

 [ = 7OKP (SI.Eqn 17) 

 
 
which can be solved to find 

 :��]^_,` = −ZS
G[I (SI.Eqn 18) 

 
 
Alternatively, we can set : = Z and solve SI.Eqn 18 to find that each time constant Z is the amount of 
time to relax to a factor of 

 [KaP = 17 (SI.Eqn 19) 

 
 
 
SI2.3: Capacity 
To calculate the capacity of the buffer, we first render Eqn. SI.Eqn 3 dimensionless 

 [�]�� ≡ [�∗]��[]c (SI.Eqn 20) 

which gives [�∗]�� = d�� [C]��[D]��[F]��[]c  (SI.Eqn 21) 

 
 
where []c is a concentration scale. We can now define the following useful quantities, analogous to pH 
and pKa in an acid base buffer. Note that this operation is not permissible without rendering X 
dimensionless, as logarithms can only operate on dimensionless numbers. 

 W� ≡ −S?���3[�∗]��4 (SI.Eqn 22) 

 Wd�� ≡ −S?���3d��4 (SI.Eqn 23) 

 
 
Taking the –log10 of both sides of SI.Eqn 21, and rearranging, we find 

 W� = Wd�� + S?��� e [F]��[]c[C]��[D]��f (SI.Eqn 24) 

which is analogous to the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation for acid-base buffers. We define the 
capacity g as the concentration of X that must be added to the system to change the pX by a given 
offset h. Any h could be selected to define capacity, depending on the magnitude of offset that is 
relevant to an experiment. In acid base buffers, h = ±1 pH units is often used to define the buffer 
capacity, but here we are generally interested in a smaller range. There are two directions to change 
pX, and therefore two capacities, specifically: 

Positive 
capacity 

gj ≡ [�] added to decrease W��kl^] to W�klkKk^] + h,  for h < 0 (SI.Eqn 25) 
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Negative 
capacity 

gO ≡ [�] removed to increase W��kl^] to W�klkKk^] + h, for h > 0 (SI.Eqn 26) 

Note that the only way to change pX is through the second term on the right hand side of SI.Eqn 24, 
which we define as: 

 o�� ≡ S?��� e []c[F]��[C]��[D]��f (SI.Eqn 27) 

Therefore the positive and negative capacity definitions from SI.Eqn’s 25-26 can be restated as the 
concentrations of X that must be added or removed to change o� = o�� + h. For clarity, we will use the 

following subscripts: 

 
0: initial state of buffer before reaching equilibration, 

eq: at initial equilibrium, 
f: post-disturbance equilibrium 

 

Due to the high concentrations of S, I and N relative to the equilibrium concentration of X, we assume 
that the concentrations of S, I and N  do not change significantly during the initial equilibration, i.e. [C, D, F]� ≈ [C, D, F]��. Furthermore, we will assume that if a disturbance of ∝≡ [�]^<<�< = −[�?UW7:	:?>]^<<�< is applied to the buffer, then the concentrations of S, I and N 
change linearly as follows: [C, D]� = [C, D]�+∝, and [F]� = [F]�−∝. With these assumptions: 

 o� = o�� + h = S?��� e []cG[F]�−∝IG[C]�+∝IG[D]�+∝If (SI.Eqn 28) 

Exponentiating both sides of SI.Eqn 28 with base 10, and rearranging into quadratic form, we have: 

 � ∝q+ T ∝ +A = 0 (SI.Eqn 29) 

 
where:  � = 1 T = [=]� + []c10r./js [=]� ≡ [C]� + [D]� A = [C]�[D]� − []c[F]�10r./js 

(SI.Eqn 30) 

 
 
 
With � =1, the quadratic formula gives the solution to SI.Eqn. 29 as: 

 ∝= −T ± √Tq − 4A2  (SI.Eqn. 31) 

which we can substitute the values in SI.Eqn. 30 back in to find: 
 

∝= −[=]� − []c10r./js ±w[=]�q + 2[=]� []c10r./js + []cq310r./js4q−4[C]�[D]� + 4 []c[F]�10r./js2  

 

notice 10r./js = 10s ∙ []c[F]�[C]�[D]� (SI.Eqn. 32) 
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therefore 310r./js4q = 10qs ∙ []cq[F]�q[C]�q[D]�q  (SI.Eqn. 33) 

which we can substitute back in to find: 

∝= − [=]�2 − [C]�[D]�2 ∙ 10s ∙ [F]� ± w[=]�q4 + e[=]� + 2[F]�2 ∙ 10s ∙ [F]� − 1f [C]�[D]� + [C]�q[D]�q4 ∙ 10qs ∙ [F]�q 

Applying the following definitions: [y?:�S]� = [C]� + [D]� + [F]� z{ ≡ [=]�[=]� + [F]� = [=]�[y?:�S]� 

z1 ≡ [C]�[C]� + [D]� [=]� = z{[y?:�S]� [F]� = G1 − z{I[y?:�S]� [C]� = z1[=]� = z1z{[y?:�S]� [D]� = G1 − z1I[=]� = G1 − z1Iz{[y?:�S]� 
 
 
we have: ∝z{[y?:�S]� = −12 − z1z{ − zJqz{2 ∙ 10s ∙ G1 − z{I ± w14 + e z{ + 2G1 − z{I2 ∙ 10s ∙ G1 − z{I − 1f 3z1 − z1q4 + z1qz{qG1 − z1Iq4 ∙ 10qs ∙ G1 − z{Iq 

which is a general form of the capacity equation, normalized by the initial concentration of S+N. In this 
paper we primarily explored the case where z1 = 0.5, i.e. [C]� = [D]�, in which case we can simplify to: 2 ∝z{[y?:�S]� = −1 − 0.5z{2 ∙ 10s ∙ G1 − z{I ± w 110s ∙ G1 − z{I − z{2 ∙ 10s ∙ G1 − z{I + z{q16 ∙ 10qs ∙ G1 − z{Iq 

If we select h ± 1, i.e. the capacity to change the equilibrium by a factor of ten from the setpoint 
concentration, this gives a negative capacity (h = +1, gO ≡ −∝) ) of 

gO = z{2 ~1 + z{40 ∙ G1 − z{I ± w 110 ∙ G1 − z{I − z{20 ∙ G1 − z{I + z{q1600 ∙ G1 − z{Iq� [y?:�S]� 

 
and a positive capacity (h = −1, gj ≡∝) of 

gj = z{2 ~−1 − z{0.4 ∙ G1 − z{I ± w 10G1 − z{I − 5z{G1 − z{I + 6.25z{qG1 − z{Iq� [y?:�S]� 

If we are interested in the capacity for smaller changes to the equilibrium concentration, we select a 
different h value. For instance for the negative capacity to shift the equilbrium by a factor of 0.1 in 
either direction (i.e. [X]eq=0.9[X]set, and . [X]eq=1.1[X]set) we find a negative capacity 

(h = log�� L ��.�Q , gO ≡ −∝) of: −2gOz{[y?:�S]� = −1 − 0.5z{2 ∙ G1/0.9I ∙ G1 − z{I
± � 1G 10.9I ∙ G1 − z{I −

z{2 ∙ G 10.9I ∙ G1 − z{I +
z{q16 ∙ 10q���	G ��.�I ∙ G1 − z{Iq 

and a positive capacity (h = log�� L ��.�Q , gj ≡∝) of: 
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2gjz{[y?:�S]� = −1 − 0.5z{2 ∙ G1/1.1I ∙ G1 − z{I
± � 1G 11.1I ∙ G1 − z{I −

z{2 ∙ G 11.1I ∙ G1 − z{I +
z{q16 ∙ 10q���	G ��.�I ∙ G1 − z{Iq 

 
These capacities can be rewritten as: gO = AO ∙ [y?:�S]� gj = Aj ∙ [y?:�S]� 
where for large 100% offsets (h = ±1): 

AO ≡ z{2 ~1 + z{40 ∙ G1 − z{I ± w 110 ∙ G1 − z{I − z{20 ∙ G1 − z{I + z{q1600 ∙ G1 − z{Iq� 

Aj ≡ z{2 ~−1 − z{0.4 ∙ G1 − z{I ± w 10G1 − z{I − 5z{G1 − z{I + 6.25z{qG1 − z{Iq� 

The ± term in the expression for Aj must be +, to ensure that gj > 0. Similarly, the ± term in the 
expression for AO must be -, to ensure that gO < min	G[C]�, [D]�I. For  smaller 10% offsets (h =log�� L ��.�Q , ?>	log�� L ��.�Q) 

AO ≡ z{2
��
���

1 + 0.5z{2 ∙ L 10.9Q ∙ G1 − z{I
±� 1G 10.9I ∙ G1 − z{I −

z{2 ∙ G 10.9I ∙ G1 − z{I +
z{q16 ∙ 10q���	G ��.�I ∙ G1 − z{Iq��

��� 

Aj ≡ z{2
��
���

−1 − 0.5z{2 ∙ L 11.1Q ∙ G1 − z{I
±� 1G 11.1I ∙ G1 − z{I −

z{2 ∙ G 11.1I ∙ G1 − z{I +
z{q16 ∙ 10q���	G ��.�I ∙ G1 − z{Iq��

��� 

 
SI3. Detailed DNA Strand-Displacement Diagram for the Zero Nucleotide Toehold 
Reaction  

 
Figure SI1: Detailed diagram for 0-nucleotide reaction between the slow Source and slow 
Initiator, with a 0 nucleotide toehold (i.e. no toehold) on the forward reaction. The reaction 
is initiated when the end base pair on the Source complex frays open, effectively creating a 
transient 1-nucleotide “toehold” for the Initiator to bind. Branch migration and displacement 
of the signal strand X then proceeds as usual for an ordinary toehold-mediated strand-
displacement reaction. Signal X and sink N are produced, and the reaction is reversible. 
 
SI4. Sequences, Methods, and Calibrations 
SI4.1: Sequences 
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The sequences of our domains were drawn from Table S1 of the Supporting Online Material for 
reference SI-R1. Secondary structure of was verified for each complex using NuPackSI-R2. Sequences for 
each strand used in the study are listed in SI Table 2. The domain level structure of the fast buffer (with 
toeholds extended from 0nt to 1nt for the Source, and 2nt to 4nt for the Sink) is illustrated in Fig. SI2. 

 

SI Table 2: Sequence Data 

Strand Sequences IDT Purification 

Signal (X) CA TAACA CA TCT CA CAATC CA TCT CA CCACC CA PAGE 

Source 
Bottom GATG GATTG TG AGA TG TGTTA TG 

PAGE 

Initiator CA TAACA CA TCT CA CAATC CA PAGE 

Reporter 
Top (RQ) CAATC CA TCT CA CCACC CA TCT CA/3IABkFQ/ 

HPLC 

Reporter 
Bottom (RbF) 

/56-FAM/TG AGA TG GGTGG TG AGA TG GATTG TG 
AGA 

HPLC 

Reporter 
Full 
Complement 

TCT CA CAATC CA TCT CA CCACC CA TCT CA Standard desalting 

Competitor 
Top CA CAATC CA TCT CA CCACC CA CT 

Standard desalting 

Competitor 
Bottom AG TG GGTGG TG AGA TG GATTG TG AGA TG TG 

Standard desalting 

Signal2 (X2) CAA TCT ACA TCT CAA CAC TCA TCT CAT TCC TCA PAGE 

Source2 
Bottom GAT GAG TGT TGA GAT GTA GAT TG 

PAGE 

Initiator2 CAA TCT ACA TCT CAA CAC TCA PAGE 

Reporter2 
Top CA ACACT CA TCT CA TTCCT CA TCT CA/3IABkFQ/ 

HPLC 

Reporter2 
Bottom 

/5HEX/TG AGA TG AGGAA TG AGA TG AGTGT TG AGA 
TG 

HPLC 

Reporter2Ful
l 
Complement 

CA TCT CA ACACT CA TCT CA TTCCT CA TCT CA Standard desalting 

Initiator 
(Fast) C CA TAACA CA TCT CA CAATC PAGE 

Source 
Bottom 
(Fast) 

GA TG GATTG TG AGA TG TGTTA TG GT PAGE 
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Figure SI2: Fast buffer reaction diagram, showing the 1-nucleotide toehold on Source(FAST) that 
drives the forward reaction shown here faster than the forward reaction in main text Figure 3a, and the 4-
nucleotide Sink(FAST) toehold that drives the reverse reaction shown here faster than the comparable 
reverse reaction in main text Figure 3a. Making ksink faster decreases the response time of the buffer. 

 

SI4.2: Experimental Methods 
All DNA strands were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT), using the purification 
options listed in SI Table 1. On arrival all strands were suspended in Millipore purified water at a 
concentration of about 1mM and stored at -20°C. Stock concentrations were determined by measuring 
the absorbance of light at a wavelength of 260nm (OD260), together with the extinction coefficient for 
each strand provided by IDT (EXT), using the Beer-Lambert law: [ssDNA]=OD260/EXT. 
 

We prepared each of the double-stranded complexes (Source, Sink, Reporter, and Threshold) 
separately at 100 µM in Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer with 12.5 mM Mg++ (1x TAE/Mg++). Source and 
Sink complexes were prepared with a 1.2x excess of top strand (i.e. 120 µM Signal X for the Source, and 
120 µM Initiator for the Sink) to ensure all bottom strands were occupied by a top strand. The Reporter 
complex was prepared with a 2x excess of top strand (i.e. 200 µM RQ), which helped reverse biased the 
reporting reaction to report on higher concentrations of Signal X. We then annealed them in an 
Eppendorf Mastercycler PCR, first heating the solutions to 90°C, holding the temperature constant for 
5 minutes, and then cooling at -0.1°C per every 6 seconds down to 20°C.  Source and Sink complexes 
were purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).  Reporter and Threshold were not gel 
purified.  

For gel purification, we cast 15% polyacrylamide gels by mixing 3.25mL of 19:1 40% 
acrylamide/bis solution (Bio-Rad) with 1.3mL 10x TAE/Mg++ and 8.45mL Millipore-purified H2O, 
and initiated polymerization with 75µL 10% ammonium persulfate (APS, Sigma Aldrich) and 7.5µL 
tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, Sigma Aldrich). We mixed 200 µL of dsDNA complex with 6x 
loading dye (New England Biolabs, product #B7021S) and loaded into a Scie Plas TV100K cooled 
vertical electrophoresis chamber. We ran our gels at 150V and 4°C for 3 hours and then cut out the 
purified bands using UV-shadowing at 254nmSI-R1. The gel bands were chopped into small pieces, 
mixed with 300µL of 1x TAE/Mg++ buffer, and then left on a lab bench overnight to allow the DNA to 
diffuse out of the gel into the buffer. The next day, the buffer was transferred by pipet to a fresh tube, 
leaving behind as much of the gel as possible. These fresh tubes were centrifuged for 5 minutes to draw 
any remaining gel pieces to the bottom of the tube, and then transferred to yet another fresh tube, 
leaving behind ~50µL of gel/solution at the bottom. The concentrations of these purified complexes 
were then measured with an Eppendorf Biophotometer, using the approximate extinction coefficient 
EXT=EXTtop_strand+EXTbottom_strand-3200NAT-2000NGC, where NAT and NGC are the number of hybridized 
A-T and G-C pairs in each complex, respectively.SI-R3 Purified complexes were stored at 4°C. 

Reaction kinetics were measured on quantitative PCR (qPCR) machines (Agilent Stratagene Mx3000 
and Mx3005 series) at 25°C. Fluorescence was typically measured every 30 seconds for baseline 
measurements and for the first 1-2 hours after a reaction was triggered by adding Initiator, to 
accurately capture the early kinetics of a reaction, and then every 5 minutes for the remainder of the 
experiment to avoid photobleaching the fluorophore. Reactions were prepared in 96-well plates using 
50µL/well volume. Each well contained 1x TAE/Mg++ and 1 µM of 20-mer PolyT strands to help 
displace reactant species from the pipet tips used to add them to the well. In a typical experiment, 
Millipore-purified H2O, TAE/Mg++ and PolyT20 strands were first mixed together. Reporter was then 
added and a measurement of the baseline reporter fluorescence was taken to determine what 
fluorescence corresponded to the state of the system with zero output signal concentration added. We 
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then any other DNA reactant species, in the amounts specified for each experiment, and tracked the 
resulting kinetics. 

 
SI4.3: Reporter Calibrations and Data Processing 

Concentrations of X reported in Figures 3-4 were determined using a reporter complex that 
reacts reversibly with X, resulting in a change in fluorescence.   Rhe unreacted reporter has a quenched 
fluorophore, while the reacted form RF has an unquenched fluorophore. The change in fluorescence 
thus reflects the concentration of X. 

 To determine [X] from raw fluorescence values we used a set of empirical calibration curves 
that we measured. To create these curves, we first measured a time-dependent scaling factor ∝ G:I that 
relates the measured fluorescence intensity, in counts per second (CPS), to the concentration of 
unquenched reporter complex [RF] in solution (see RF in main text Fig. 3b) at a given time during an 
experiment. Time dependence of this factor results from fluctuations in the light or detector that affect 
all samples.  To measure ∝ G:I ,  we mixed 100nM of Reporter with different concentrations of the 
Reporter’s full complement (see SI Table 1).  This full complement (FC) reacts irreversibly with the 
Reporter, producing an unquenched product we call RF2. Thus, the concentration of RF2 should be 
equal to the concentration of full complement that was added  (Fig. SI3a). We assume the fluorescence 
of RF is equal to the fluorescence if RF2. 

For each trajectory, we then calculate ∝ as a function of time, which accounts for fluctuations 
in lamp intensity. ∝ G:I ≡ [�@SS�?UWS7U7
:]∆B���=CG:I  ∆B���=CG:I is the difference between the fluorescence intensity at time t and the fluorescence 

intensity before the Full Complement strand is added. We take the average ∝ G:I¯
 for five different full 

complement trajectories in an experiment. We then use this factor to calculate the concentration of RF 
in all other experiments as follows: [R�]G:I ≡ ∆B���=CG:I ∙∝ G:I 
We calculated ∝ G:I separately every time we ran an experiment, to take into account variations in 
lamp intensity that are specific to each experiment. 

Next, we determined the time-independent relationship between [RF] and [X]. We mixed 
100nM of Reporter with different concentrations of X, which reacts reversibly with Reporter to 
separate the RF and RQ species. We then fit this data to a calibration curve, of the form [X] = A� ∙G[R�]Ic�, where A� and Aq are the fit parameters (Fig. SI3b). Separate curves were fit for each set of 
experiments run with different batches of reporter, to account for batch-to-batch variation.  

 

With these transformations, we can calculate [X] in our subsequent experiments as: [X]G:I = A� ∙ G∆B���=CG:I ∙∝ G:IIc�  

for the ∝ G:I, A� and Aq determined for the given experiment.   

 

 
Figure SI3: Reporter Calibrations: (a) Full complement calibration to convert from raw fluorescence in 
counts per second to the concentration of unquenched fluorophore [RF] in solution, (b) Reverse calibration 
to convert from [RF] to [X]. 
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SI5. Selecting a Reporter Toehold Length 
To use a reporting reaction to measure the kinetics of buffering, we need to ensure that the reporter 
equilibrates at least as fast as the buffering reaction. We verified that we chose a reporter whose 
reaction rate was fast enough to measure our buffer by  modeling both the buffer and reporter as 
simple bimolecular reaction using estimates for bimolecular reaction rate constants as a function of 
toehold length from reference SI-R4. We used SI Eqn. 1 for the buffer, and SI Eqn. 34 for the reporter: 

                                          � + B	 ��⇌�$	B� + B�                              (SI Eqn. 34) 

We then compared the kinetics of the buffering reaction to the kinetics of the reporting reaction when 
coupled to the buffering reaction with the goal of seeing that the rates of the two reactions were very 
close to one other.  To further ensure that the reporting reaction would not place a significant load on 
the reporting reaction, we also checked that our simulation predicted that the kinetics of the buffering 
reaction in the presence of the reporter would be similar to the kinetics of the same reaction without 
the reporting reaction.   
 
The results of our simulation are shown in Figure SI4.  For an 8µM uniform buffer with a 0nt source 
toehold and a 2nt sink toehold, we found that a reporter with a 5nt toehold was sufficient to equilibrate 
on the same timescale as the buffer shown in Figure 3a of the main text.  (Fig. SI4a). In contrast, a 2nt 
reporter toehold equilibrates much slower than the buffer (Fig. SI4b). For the faster buffer with a 2nt 
source and 4nt sink toehold, the 5nt reporter complex did appear to marginally slow the equilibration 
process somewhat, indicating that the fast buffer could be equilibrating even faster than the reporter’s 
change in fluorescence would indicate (Fig. SI4c), In none of these idealized bimolecular models did 
the concentration of the reporter used in our experiments place a significant load on the equilibrium 
state of the buffering reaction.  
 

 
Figure SI4: Comparison between reporters with different toehold lengths, using a simple 
bimolecular model to simulate the kinetics. For both simulations we used an 8µM uniform buffer with a 0nt 
source toehold and a 2nt sink toehold, with [Reporter]0=[RQ]0=100nM. (a) A reporter with 5nt toeholds 
correctly recapitulates the kinetics of the buffering reaction.  This is the reporter selected for the experiments 
in the main text. (b) A slower reporter with 2nt toeholds is not fast enough to recapitulate the kinetics of the 
buffering reaction. (c) The fast buffer (with 0nt source toehold, and 2nt sink toehold) equilibrates faster than 
the 5nt reporter indicates it does.  We can therefore bound the maximum relaxation time, but did not 
measure it directly by using a reporter with 5nt toeholds. 
 
SI6. Using the detailed three-step model to predict setpoints, relaxation times, and the 
effects of reporter loading and toehold occlusion. 

The three-step modelSI-R4 of DNA strand-displacement (DSD) offers a means to quantitatively 
estimate the kinetics of DSD reactions, to within an order of magnitude. It approximates each strand-
displacement event as a series of three steps (i) toehold binding, (ii) branch migration, and (iii) toehold 
dissociation (Figure SI5). 
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Figure SI5: Three-step modelSI-R4 of a DNA strand-displacement reaction, in which an input 
or invader strand displaces an incumbent or output strand from a complex. (a) Invader is single-
stranded, while the incumbent strand is initially hybridized to the complex. (b) Invader binds to the 
complex via a short unstable “toehold” domain (black, t), which initiates the displacement reaction. (c) 
In a random walk process, the invader strand competes with the incumbent strand to occupy the longer 
“recognition” domain (cyan, 1). (d) The incumbent strand, now bound only by the short unstable 
toehold domain, dissociates from the complex. All steps in the reaction are reversible. The lengths of the 
toehold domains determine the rate constants with which strands dissociate from the complex when 
bound only by the toehold. These rate constants determine the effective rate constant of the entire 
strand-displacement reaction.  

 
SI6.1: Reaching different concentration set points by altering the concentration of Source, Initiator 
and Sink  

To better under the experiments in Fig. 4 in the main text where we characterized the 
buffering reactions for different concentrations of either Source and Initiator or Sink, we simulated 
these same reactions using the three-state model. These simulations matched the experimental data in 
main text Fig. 4 to within an order of magnitude, which given the model’s lack of incorporation of 
sequence effects in determined reaction rate constants is about what might be expected. The 
simulations predicted slightly lower steady-state concentrations than were observed in experiments 
and slightly higher rise times for low concentrations of Sink than were observed in experiments (SI Fig 
5). 
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Figure SI6: Three-step model predictions of buffer kinetics with different concentrations of Source, 
Initiator, and Sink. Blue lines correspond to buffers with [S]0=[I]0=8uM, yellow to [S]0=[I]0=4uM, and red 
to [S]0=[I]0=2uM. [Reporter]=100nM, with [RQ]=100nM. 

 
The Matlab script used to run the Three-Step Model simulations of buffering is printed below: 

 
 

runTime=24*3600;%s  
displacementBP = 15;%bp 
kf = 3.5;%uM^-1 s^-1 
kb = 400/(displacementBP^2);%s^-1 
krFactor = 10^6; 
RT=298*1.987*10^-3; 
krNEG1bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(3.5/RT);%s^-1 
kr0bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(1.9/RT);%s^-1 
kr1bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(0.2/RT);%s^-1 
kr2bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-1.7/RT);%s^-1 
kr3bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-3.0/RT);%s^-1 
kr4bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-4.5/RT);%s^-1 
kr5bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-6.9/RT);%s^-1 
kr6bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-8.3/RT);%s^-1 
kr7bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-9.2/RT);%s^-1 
  
krRelease=kr0bp; 
krRecapture=kr2bp; 
initR=0.1; 
initRiQ=initR; 
  
[Si,id]=getID(1);[Ii,id]=getID(id);[SIi1,id]=getID(id);[SIi2,id]=getID(id);[Ni,id]=getID(id);[in,id]=getI
D(id); 
[Ri,id]=getID(id);[Ri1,id]=getID(id);[Ri2,id]=getID(id);[RiF,id]=getID(id);[RiQ,id]=getID(id); 
[IR1,id]=getID(id);[IR2,id]=getID(id);[IRf1,id]=getID(id);[IRf2,id]=getID(id);[IS1,id]=getID(id);[IS2,
id]=getID(id); 
  
figure 
hold on 
ylabel('[X] (nM)'); 
xlabel('time (hr)'); 
for initN=[2,4,8] 
    for initS=[2,4,8] 
        disp(['Buffer Run: [I]=[S]=',num2str(initS),', [N]=',num2str(initN)]); 
        dydt=@(t,y) rxn(y,[Si,Ii,SIi1,SIi2,Ni,in],21,krRelease,krRecapture)+...%Input Buffering 
            rxn(y,[in,Ri,Ri1,Ri2,RiF,RiQ],19,kr5bp*15/19,kr5bp*15/19)+...%Input Reporting 
            rxn(y,[Ii,Ri,IR1,IR2],7,kr5bp*15/7)+...%Initiator:Reporter toehold occlusion (forward) 
            rxn(y,[Ii,RiF,IRf1,IRf2],2,kr5bp*15/2)+...%Initiator:RiF toehold occlusion (reverse) 
            rxn(y,[Ii,Si,IS1,IS2],2,krRecapture*15/2)...%Initiator:Sink toehold occlusion 
            ; 
        initC=[... 
            initS,initS,0,0,initN,0,... 
            initR,0,0,0,initRiQ,... 
            0,0,0,0,0,0,... 
            ]'; 
  
        [time,y] = ode15s(dydt,[0,runTime],initC); 
                 
        color=[0,174,239]/255; 
        if initS==4 
            color=[252,180,21]/255; 
        elseif initS==2 
            color=[203,32,39]/255; 
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        end 
        concentrations=(y(:,in)+y(:,Ri1)+y(:,Ri2)+y(:,RiF)+y(:,IRf1)+y(:,IRf2))*1000; 
        plot(time/3600,concentrations,'Color',color); 
        disp('Steady State (nM)= '); 
        disp(concentrations(end)); 
         
        riseTime=time(find(concentrations>=0.8*concentrations(end),1))/3600; 
        disp('rise time (hr)= '); 
        disp(riseTime); 
  
        disp(' '); 
    end 
end 

 
 

 
function [var,id]=getID(id) 
var=id; 
id=id+1; 
end 
 
function dydt=rxn(y,species,displacementBP,krForward,krReverse) 
%species=[reactant1,reactant2,intermediateReactantComplex,intermediateProductComplex,product1,
product2]; 
  
%units in uM and s 
kf = 3.5;%uM^-1 s^-1 
kb = 400/(displacementBP^2);%s^-1 
  
dydt=zeros(length(y),1); 
dydt(species(1))=-kf*y(species(1))*y(species(2))+krForward*y(species(3)); 
dydt(species(2))=dydt(species(1)); 
dydt(species(3))=kf*y(species(1))*y(species(2))-krForward*y(species(3))-
kb*y(species(3))+kb*y(species(4)); 
dydt(species(4))=kb*y(species(3))-kb*y(species(4)); 
if length(species)>4 
    dydt(species(4))=dydt(species(4))-krReverse*y(species(4))+kf*y(species(5))*y(species(6)); 
    dydt(species(5))=krReverse*y(species(4))-kf*y(species(5))*y(species(6)); 
    dydt(species(6))=dydt(species(5)); 
end 
  
end 
 
SI6.2: Relaxation Time Slows Down when Reporter is Included 
We next used three-step model simulations (following the same script as above) to examine the effect 
of the reporter on the buffer’s relaxation time. By comparing simulations of the buffer’s equilibration 
with and without the reporter present, we observed the presence of the reporter may increase 
relaxation times (i.e. increase Z), and create a small dependence of the relaxation time constant Z on 
the initial concentrations of Source and Initiator (SI Fig. 6). These effects arise because it takes time for 
the buffer to generate or “charge up” the reporter and its intermediate products in the three-step 
model. Higher concentrations of Source and Initiator can generate X at a faster rate when the reporter 
is far from equilibrium, and thus can charge the reporter faster. 
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Figure SI7: Three-Step Model Predictions of the relaxation time constant with and without 
the reporter present. (a) Time constants with no reporter, showing no significant dependence of the time 
constant on the concentrations of Source and Initiator. (b) Time constants with reporter included 
([Reporter]0=100nM, with [RQ] 0=100nM), showing dependence of time constant on the initial 
concentrations of Source and Initiator. Note: toehold occlusion effects are not included in these simulations. 
 
SI6.3: Toehold Occlusion 

DNA strand displacement (DSD) reactions can slow down significantly due to toehold 
occlusion, the phenomenon in which one species temporarily binds to a complementary toehold on 
another species but cannot then fully displace the adjacent recognition domain. The rate at which 
toehold occlusion occurs increases with reactant concentration and toehold length, so it is particularly 
noticeable when there are high reactant concentrations involving long toeholds. In our DSD buffer 
design, the Initiator is present at high concentration and shares a long complementary 7nt toehold 
with the Competitor complex (Fig. SI8a) creating a potential for significant toehold occlusion involving 
the Initiator and Competitor. Initiator+Reporter and Initiator+RF also have the potential for toehold 
occlusion, with a 5nt toehold. Initiator+Sink may also have some occlusion interactions, as both 
species are present at high concentration, although they only share a short 2nt toehold. All other 
possible occlusion interactions involve significantly lower reactant concentrations and/or smaller 
toeholds, and are not expected to play as significant a role in determining the buffer system’s kinetics. 

To estimate the degree to which toehold occlusion affects the magnitude and timing of the 
negative disturbances, we ran three Three-Step Model simulations of the 8uM uniform buffer being 
disturbed by 100nM Competitor. In the first simulation, we did not include any occlusion effects (Fig. 
SI8b). This allowed us to observe how the system should behave ideally. In the second simulation, we 
included the expected relatively minor occlusion effects of the Initiator+Reporter and Initiator+RF and 
Initiator+Sink (Fig. SI8c). We saw that with these three occlusion effects turned on, the setpoint 
concentration was shifted down, but the disturbance was still able to deplete the concentration of X, 
after which the buffer restored the concentration of X close to the setpoint concentration. The effect of 
these types of occlusion should be able to be addressed by tuning the buffer with higher concentrations 
of source or initiator, or by increasing the forward rate constant to counteract the reduced setpoint, but 
shouldn’t cause other problems. In the third simulation we included the same toehold occlusions as in 
simulation 2, but also added the expected effect of the occlusion between initiator and competitor (Fig. 
SI8d). We observed that the 100nM of competitor was unable to fully deplete the concentration of X, 
similar to what was observed in experiments (Fig. 5a).  We also observed that the recovery to the 
setpoint concentration was significantly slower than when this form of toehold occlusion was not 
present.  
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Figure SI8: The effect of toehold occlusion on buffers with negative disturbances. (a) DNA 
strand-displacement diagram illustrating the Initiator occluding the Competitor’s toehold. (b) Three-step 
model simulation of a buffer responding to a negative disturbance of [C]=100nM without any occlusion 
(initial concentrations at [S]=[I]=[N]=8uM, [Reporter]=100nM, [RQ]=100nM). (c) The same simulation as 
in b, with occlusion effects included between I+Reporter, I+RF, and I+N. The equilibrium concentration is 
reduced. (d) The same simulation as in c, with the occlusion of I+C included. The negative disturbance is 
damped, as observed experimentally in main text Fig. 5a. This occlusion effectively reduces the reaction rate 
constant between X and the competitor C, which prevents the disturbance species from reacting quickly to 
consume X. 
 
The Matlab script used to run our occluded Three-Step Model predictions is printed below: 
 
clear all %#ok<CLALL> 
close all 
clc 
  
runTime=6*3600;%s 
fontSize=21; 
lineWidth=3; 
  
displacementBP = 15;%bp 
kf = 3.5;%uM^-1 s^-1 
kb = 400/(displacementBP^2);%s^-1 
krFactor = 10^6; 
RT=298*1.987*10^-3; 
krNEG1bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(3.5/RT);%s^-1 
kr0bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(1.9/RT);%s^-1 
kr1bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(0.2/RT);%s^-1 
kr2wbp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-0.8/RT);%s^-1 
kr2bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-1.7/RT);%s^-1 
kr2NPbp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-2.37481/RT);%s^-1 
kr2NPNNbp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-2.50781/RT);%s^-1 
kr2sbp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-3.2/RT);%s^-1 
kr3bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-3.0/RT);%s^-1 
kr4bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-4.5/RT);%s^-1 
kr5bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-6.9/RT);%s^-1 
kr6bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-8.3/RT);%s^-1 
kr7bp = kf*krFactor*(2/displacementBP)*exp(-9.2/RT);%s^-1 
  
prodOn=1; 
sinkOn=1; 
disturb=-0.1; 
inputOn=0; 
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occlusionOn=1; 
  
krRelease=kr0bp*15/21; 
krRecapture=kr2bp*15/21; 
initS=prodOn*8;%uM 
initD=sinkOn*8;%uM 
initR=0.1; 
initRiQ=initR*0.5; 
initInput=inputOn*0.160; 
  
[Sx,id]=getID(1);[Ix,id]=getID(id);[SIx1,id]=getID(id);[SIx2,id]=getID(id);[Dx,id]=getID(id);[X,id]=g
etID(id); 
[Si,id]=getID(id);[Ii,id]=getID(id);[SIi1,id]=getID(id);[SIi2,id]=getID(id);[Di,id]=getID(id);[in,id]=ge
tID(id); 
[Ri,id]=getID(id);[Ri1,id]=getID(id);[Ri2,id]=getID(id);[RiF,id]=getID(id);[RiQ,id]=getID(id); 
[Ti,id]=getID(id);[Ti1,id]=getID(id);[Ti2,id]=getID(id);[TiW1,id]=getID(id);[TiW2,id]=getID(id); 
[TRiQ1,id]=getID(id);[TRiQ2,id]=getID(id);[TRiQW1,id]=getID(id);[TRiQW2,id]=getID(id); 
[IR1,id]=getID(id);[IR2,id]=getID(id);%Initiator:Reporter toehold occlusion (forward) 
[IRf1,id]=getID(id);[IRf2,id]=getID(id);%Initiator:RiF toehold occlusion (reverse) 
[IT1,id]=getID(id);[IT2,id]=getID(id);%Initiator:Threshold toehold occlusion 
[IS1,id]=getID(id);[IS2,id]=getID(id);%Initiator:Sink toehold occlusion 
  
dydt=@(t,y) rxn(y,[Sx,Ix,SIx1,SIx2,Dx,X],21,krRelease,krRecapture)+...%Control Signal X Buffering 
    rxn(y,[Si,Ii,SIi1,SIi2,Di,in],21,krRelease,krRecapture)+...%Input Buffering 
    rxn(y,[in,Ri,Ri1,Ri2,RiF,RiQ],19,kr5bp*15/19,kr5bp*15/19)+...%Input Reporting 
    rxn(y,[in,Ti,Ti1,Ti2,TiW1,TiW2],21,kr7bp*15/21,kr0bp*15/21)+...%Input Thresholding 
    rxn(y,[RiQ,Ti,TRiQ1,TRiQ2,TRiQW1,TRiQW2],19,kr0bp*15/19,kr2bp*15/19)+...%Rq:Thresh leak 
reaction 
    occlusionOn*rxn(y,[Ii,Ri,IR1,IR2],7,kr5bp*15/7)+...%Initiator:Reporter toehold occlusion (forward) 
    occlusionOn*rxn(y,[Ii,RiF,IRf1,IRf2],2,kr5bp*15/2)+...%Initiator:RiF toehold occlusion (reverse) 
    occlusionOn*rxn(y,[Ii,Ti,IT1,IT2],9,kr7bp*15/9)+...%Initiator:Threshold toehold occlusion 
    occlusionOn*rxn(y,[Ii,Si,IS1,IS2],2,kr2bp*15/2)...%Initiator:Sink toehold occlusion 
    ; 
initC=[... 
    initS,initS,0,0,initD,initInput,... 
    initS,initS,0,0,initD,initInput,... 
    initR,0,0,0,initRiQ,... 
    0,0,0,0,0,...%Input Thresholding 
    0,0,0,0,...%Thresh/Reporter Waste Reaction 
    0,0,...%Initiator:Reporter toehold occlusion (forward) 
    0,0,...%Initiator:RiF toehold occlusion (reverse) 
    0,0,...%Initiator:Threshold toehold occlusion 
    0,0,...%Initiator:Sink toehold occlusion 
    ]'; 
  
[time,y] = ode15s(dydt,[0,runTime],initC); 
if disturb~=0 
    if disturb<0 
        y(end,Ti)=y(end,Ti)-disturb; 
    else 
        y(end,in)=y(end,in)+disturb; 
    end 
    [time2,y2] = ode15s(dydt,[0,runTime],y(end,:)); 
    time=[time;time2+time(end)]; 
    y=[y;y2]; 
end 
 
figure 
plot(time/3600,(y(:,in)+y(:,Ri1)+y(:,Ri2)+y(:,RiF)+y(:,IRf1)+y(:,IRf2))*1000,'LineWidth',lineWidth); 
ylabel('[X] (nM)','FontSize',fontSize); 
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xlabel('time (hr)','FontSize',fontSize); 
set(gca, 'FontSize', fontSize); 
axis([0,2*runTime/3600,0,50]); 
 
SI7.  Relaxation constant remains the same after multiple buffer disturbances. 

 
Figure SI9: Time constants as a function of total disturbance of X added to an 8uM uniform 
buffer, fit to data from main text Fig. 5a, in which a 50nM disturbance is repeatedly added to the system 
and then allowed to equilibrate. The time constant to relax to equilibrium does not vary significantly for the 
range of disturbances tested. 
 
SI8. Negatively disturbing the 8µM uniform fast buffer 
We tested the 8µM uniform fast buffer to negative disturbances by adding pulses of competitor (Fig. 
SI10). We observed a gradual relaxation back to equilibrium.  The slower speed of relaxation in 
response to the competitor than in response to X is consistent with the hypothesis that toehold 
occlusion prevents the competitor from reacting instantaneously with X. Effectively, toehold occlusion 
creates a transient load on the system until all of the competitor is consumed. 
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Figure SI10: Negative disturbances to the 8µM uniform fast buffer, with additions of competitor 
as noted in the figure. (a) a zoomed in plot showing the rapid response to the disturbances, (b) a zoomed out 
plot showing the gradual consumption of competitor, after which the system recovers to equilibrium. 
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